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Bear plays a trick on Wolf. But Wolf has a trick for Bear too.
This book contains everything an astronomer needs to know about binocular observing. The book takes an in-depth look
at the instruments themselves. It has sections on evaluating and buying binoculars and binocular telescopes, their care,
mounting, and accessories. In addition there is a selection of fifty fine objects to be seen with 50mm and 100mm
binoculars. The advantages of using both eyes for astronomical observing are many and considerable, largely because
of the way the human brain processes visual information. This book enables the astronomer to maximize those
advantages.
Presents information about using binoculars for astronomy, discussing how they work and the models available, and
describing the celestial bodies that can be observed in the night sky for every month of the year in the southern and
northern hemispheres.
Designed to equip students with the skills for effective business communication, Communicating for Results offers
practical, classroom-tested instruction not just in grammar but in the rhetorical techniques and persuasive strategies that
students need to become effective writers and speakers. Supplemented with abundant group and individual activities to
reinforce key principles and help students hone their skills, this invaluable text will teach students to communicate with
confidence.
Ben Pullman is a year 8 student who boards at Tristram Grammar School where he is adopted by a scruffy black and tan
dog he calls Little Buddy . While home on their property 1 1/2 hours north west of Sydney, they see what looks like a
mobile phone being born. This is an adventure story where the mobile phone learns to walk, talk and eventually fly
becoming a super-hero solving all kinds of difficult problems that Ben and Little Buddy encounter.
This book reviews the current study of air pollution and its impact of health on different income groups in one of the developing countries,
India. The study estimates the industrial emissions of CO2, SO2 and NOX in India during 1983-84 to 1998-99. To evaluate the health impacts
of the pollution on different income groups the study also carries a micro analysis for a metro city, Calcutta. The micro analysis evaluates the
extent of deterioration in air quality, identifies the factors responsible for deterioration, and finally makes an assessment of the impacts of
deteriorated air quality like effects on human health of different income groups. One of the biggest tasks at present, the book concludes, is to
tackle the generation of emission by the higher income groups along with the improvements of the health scene of the economy. It calls for
proper policy for the mitigation of the air pollution generation from the experience of other countries.
Your cover letter is the first thing employers will see - make yours stand out. The competition is tougher than ever. With so many qualified and
experienced candidates out there, how do you make sure your cover letter makes an outstanding impression? Based on years of experience
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writing and reviewing successful cover letters, recruitment expert James Innes guides you through the secrets of writing outstanding cover
letters. You'll find out all the insider tips and winning methods to make sure your cover letter never fails to impress. You'll discover: * what
employers really want to read * what makes a brilliant cover letter stand out * the 15 most common cover letter mistakes - and how to avoid
them * how to secure a job interview from your cover letter alone "" "The Cover Letter Book "has full, free online support - cover letter
templates, tools and reader offers - all available through The CV Centre online at www.ineedacv.co.uk/readertools. No matter what your age,
background, job or level of experience, "The Cover Letter Book" will help you create an outstanding cover letter.
This biography of Betty Friedan traces the development of her feminist outlook from her childhood in Illinois to her marriage. Horowitz offers a
reading of The Feminine Mystique and argues that the roots of Friedan's feminism run deeper than she has led us to believe.
Describes the physical characteristics, natural habitat, behavior, diet, and world distribution of the creatures in rivers.
Invaluable for both beginners and advanced observers, Philip's Planisphere (Latitude 51.5 North) is a practical hour-by-hour tracker of the
stars and constellations, designed for use anywhere in Britain and Ireland, Northern Europe, Northern USA and Canada. Turn the oval panel
to the required date and time to reveal the whole sky visible from your location.The map, by the well-known celestial cartographer Wil Tirion,
shows stars down to magnitude 5, plus several deep-sky objects, such as the Pleiades, the Andromeda Galaxy (M31) and the Orion Nebula
(M42). Because the planets move round the Sun, their positions in the sky are constantly changing and they cannot be marked permanently
on the map; however, the back of the planisphere has tables giving the positions of Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn for every month until
2020.The planisphere is supplied in a full-colour wallet that contains illustrated step-by-step instructions for how to use the planisphere, how
to locate planets, and how to work out the time of sunrise or sunset for any day of the year. It explains all the details that can be seen on the
map - the magnitudes of stars, the ecliptic and the celestial coordinates. In addition, the section 'Exploring the skies, season by season'
introduces the novice astronomer to the principal celestial objects visible at different times of the year. Major constellations are used as
signposts to navigate the night sky, locating hard-to-find stars and some fascinating deep-sky objects. The movement of the stars is also
explained.
This title takes you through all the essential rules and high impact strategies to ensure your cover letter makes you stand out from the crowd.
It takes a detailed look at the most common cover letter mistakes to ensure you do not make the same errors.
Designed to help students learn to spell.
For times that call for contemplation or prayer, for times of difficulty or worry, for times of joy and happiness, for special occasions or special
events, these booklets can help you find the rights words, the meaningful thought, the comforting reflection. For the cost of a greeting card,
each Looking Up booklet provides 24 pages of insight, wisdom, meditation, direction, comfort, and prayer. Useful booklet for pastors and
caregivers, or from friend to friend. Looking Up conveys caring in exceptional ways.
PixInsight has taken the astro-imaging world by storm. As the first comprehensive postprocessing platform to be created by astro-imagers for
astro-imagers, it has for many replaced other generic graphics editors as the software of choice. PixInsight has been embraced by
professionals such as the James Webb (and Hubble) Space Telescope's science imager Joseph DePasquale and Calar Alto's Vicent Peris,
as well as thousands of amateurs around the world. While PixInsight is extremely powerful, very little has been printed on the subject. The
first edition of this book broke that mold, offering a comprehensive look into the software’s capabilities. This second edition expands on the
several new processes added to the PixInsight platform since that time, detailing and demonstrating each one with a now-expanded
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workflow. Addressing topics such as PhotometricColorCalibration, Large-Scale Pixel Rejection, LocalNormalization and a host of other
functions, this text remains the authoritative guide to PixInsight.
In this highly accessible book David Levy teaches the reader how variable stars work, and how to observe them.

This is an iintroductory guide to the night sky, from the Royal Observatory Greenwich. Offering complete advice from the
ground up, Stargazing is the perfect manual for beginners to astronomy, introducing the world of telescopes, planets,
stars, dark skies and celestial maps. Discover how to tackle light pollution, how to stargaze with just your eyes, and what
equipment is best for beginners. This book explains the best ways to plan your stargazing experience and the keys things
to look out for on specific dates throughout the year. With seasonal star charts, constellation charts and facts about our
Solar System, Stargazing is packed full of useful information and guidance for both the Northern and Southern
Hemispheres. Bridging the gap between human curiosity and the need for scientific expertise, Stargazing allows a
complete novice to understand our place in the cosmos and enjoy the beautiful and extraordinary wonders of the night
sky.
Completely revised, updated and expanded catalog available for the first time in 30 years, including Undivided India Prior
to 1947 AD. Includes issues from the Mughal Empire, Independent Kingdom and Princely States; Danish India, Dutch
India, French India, British India, Portuguese India as well as Republic of India issues. Paper money of India is also
included.
Provides brief biographical information and political views for the approximately one hundred and fifty Black mayors of
the United States, and an historical perspective on Black participation in local government
Contains a wealth of material that reinforces the text's coverage, including a macro view with an outline of major topics, a
micro view with a concise summary of all details from each chapter, and three levels of discussion questions basic recall,
application, and critical thinking.
This greatly expanded, revised and updated new edition of the Guide comprehensively covers every aspect of the new
membership examination of the Royal College of General Practitioners, the nMRCGP[registered]. It takes you through all
the main medical topics fundamental to general practice, all relevant non-clinical areas, and practice for the examination
itself. Use this book as a starting point, a guide, or for summing up to ensure you are as well read as you think you are.
The aim is to save you the colossal amount of time you would otherwise need to cover the same ground and have all the
information you need in one place. 'General Practice is a fantastic career and the MRCGP has always been a worthwhile
exam to work for. You will get an incredible amount out of it that will form a solid base for your career, if you are willing to
put in the time and effort. Enjoy, and good luck!' - Sarah Gear.
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Charge-Coupled Devices (CCDs) are the state-of-the-art detector in many fields of observational science. Updated to include all of the latest
developments in CCDs, this second edition of the Handbook of CCD Astronomy is a concise and accessible reference on all practical aspects
of using CCDs. Starting with their electronic workings, it discusses their basic characteristics and then gives methods and examples of how to
determine these values. While the book focuses on the use of CCDs in professional observational astronomy, advanced amateur
astronomers, and researchers in physics, chemistry, medical imaging, and remote sensing will also find it very valuable. Tables of useful and
hard-to-find data, key practical equations, and new exercises round off the book and ensure that it provides an ideal introduction to the
practical use of CCDs for graduate students, and a handy reference for more experienced users.
This publication is based on a compilation of presentations, papers and keynote speeches that constituted the High-Level Segment meetings
of the UN Economic and Social Council for 2002, including two preparatory meetings. Topics discussed include: progress being made
towards the Millennium Development Goals for health and development; the HIV/AIDS crisis; health development in Africa; key education and
development aspects including case studies of Uganda and El Salvador, gender issues, higher education, sustainable development,
reproductive health education; and human resource development.
Provides articles covering children's literature from around the world as well as biographical and critical reviews of authors including Avi, C.S.
Lewis, J.K. Rowling, and Anno Mitsumasa.
Binocular AstronomySpringer Science & Business Media
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